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US Futures-World Markets: Happy December! S&P futures are higher after yesterday’s lackluster trading
session. With vaccines here in two weeks, the question is how much good news is priced into stocks vs. what
the future holds. When will 2021 earnings revisions happen? I do get a bit uncomfortable when my 23 year
old barber talks stocks in his Robinhood account for the entire haircut. The young crowd sees these
companies as symbols to gamble on and make money, not long-term investing that helps capital formation.
It doesn’t make it wrong, but their view is distinctly different. IPO’s are a hot topic this week with Door Dash
and Airbnb on their virtual roadshows this week. Speaking of Robinhood traders, Tesla is +5% pre-market on
news it will be added to S&P in one shot. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: +39.40, 10-Yr Yield: 0.859%.
A stat on Amazon from Marginal Revolution & NYT:
Amazon added 427,300 employees between January and October, pushing its work force to more than 1.2
million people globally, up more than 50 percent from a year ago. Its number of workers now approaches the
entire population of Dallas.
…The scale of hiring is even larger than it may seem because the numbers do not account for employee
churn, nor do they include the 100,000 temporary workers who have been recruited for the holiday shopping
season. They also do not include what internal documents show as roughly 500,000 delivery drivers, who are
contractors and not direct Amazon employees.
Such rapid growth is unrivaled in the history of corporate America….The closest comparisons are the hiring
that entire industries carried out in wartime, such as shipbuilding during the early years of World War II or
home building after soldiers returned, economists and corporate historians said.
CORE Headlines:
 Pfizer and BioNTech's COVID-19 vaccine could be rolled out in Europe this month, the companies said
after they applied for EU emergency approval for the shot.-Reuters
 Amazon.com said independent businesses selling on its platform crossed $4.8 billion in worldwide
sales from Black Friday through Cyber Monday, an increase of more than 60% from a year earlier.Reuters (Bezos playing some nice defense right now. Holiday bonuses so workers don’t unionize. Now
talking up small, independent business sales. Like we can’t see through the spin. Jeff, don’t insult our
intelligence https://bit.ly/36qhsqU from The Godfather, if you didn’t already get the line.)
 Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin and Federal Reserve Chair Jerome Powell appear together before
a congressional panel in a hearing likely to highlight divisions over what more needs to be done in
response to the COVID-19 pandemic.- Reuters
 A trove of newly-leaked documents detail how China bungled its handling of the pandemic’s early
days, including lowballing Covid-19 data and taking weeks to diagnose new cases, according to a
report on the matter.-NYP (Is anyone surprised?)
 The Labor Department published flawed estimates of weekly jobless claims, according to the
Government Accountability Office, which flagged inaccurate weekly claims tallies and lower-thanappropriate payouts to millions left jobless by the pandemic.-WSJ (And people want government run
healthcare? They can’t even mail out checks to the right people for the right amount. Imagine having
cancer and the Labor Dept is in charge of providing chemotherapy.)
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The coronavirus infected people in the US in mid-December 2019, a few weeks before it was officially
identified in China and about a month earlier than public health authorities found the first US case,
according to a CDC study published Monday.-WSJ
China accused American officials of harassing Chinese airline and shipping crews that arrive in the US
in attempts to single out Communist Party members, and warned that Beijing may retaliate for what it
considers to be provocative behavior.-WSJ
So far in November, 464 stocks in the S&P 500 have risen, the largest share for any month since April,
as the gains in the US market expand to include smaller companies as well as banks and the energy
industry.-WSJ
GOOGL: Deepmind, the company’s UK-based artificial intelligence unit, said it can predict the structure
of proteins, an effort scientists have worked on for decades and a breakthrough that could
dramatically speed up the discovery of new drugs.-FT
Public health officials in New York concerned about a surge in Covid-19 cases have ordered hospitals
to expand capacity and prepare for staff shortages, part of a five-point plan to attempt to contain the
virus through the winter until mass distribution of vaccines.-FT
Brussels faces growing frustration from EU member states over its reluctance to immediately present
emergency measures that would mitigate chaos should Brexit trade talks fail.-FT
Automakers and suppliers from around the world have agreed to a system that makes it possible to
charge electric vehicles and hybrids without ever actually plugging them into a wall outlet.-USA
The Transportation Security Administration set a new pandemic-era record Sunday for the number of
travelers it handled passing through US airport checkpoints, despite calls from the CDC for people to
stay at home over Thanksgiving.-USA
Joe Biden is raising eyebrows with rumors that he’s poised to name two executives from BLK, the
asset-management colossus headed by billionaire Larry Fink, for top posts on his economic team.NYP
White House Chief of Staff Mark Meadows calls FDA commissioner Stephen Hahn to White House for a
meeting today to ask why he hasn't moved faster to approve the Pfizer (PFE) coronavirus vaccine.Axios
California Governor Gavin Newsom considering new stay at home orders amid surge in coronavirus
cases in his state.-Politico (no parties at French Laundry?)

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 PhillyVoice: Profile of ESPN’s Louis Riddick https://bit.ly/2JfK2Tg
 Vanity Fair: Dave Chappelle rails against Comedy Central and Viacom https://bit.ly/36ksX2Y (thx John)
 KFC rolls out self-driving ‘chicken trucks’ in China https://bit.ly/2Jye58b
 EatThis: 31 ways to lose weight faster https://bit.ly/36ktPog
 USA Today: The McRib is back on Wednesday https://bit.ly/2HUKs0r (I assume JD will get one)
Charts from The Daily Shot:
A look at the housing market.
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Pending home sales came off the highs but are still nearly 20% above last year’s levels.
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Total existing-home sales will probably moderate as well.

Source: Pantheon Macroeconomics

• CoreLogic still expects home price appreciation to slow next year.

Source: CoreLogic
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Residential vacancies climbed sharply across large cities as demand dwindles (2nd chart).

Source: ANZ Research

Source: @VisualCap Read full article
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Rental weakness has been more pronounced for higher-end residential properties.

Source: ANZ Research

Small businesses remain under pressure due to the pandemic.

Source: Pantheon Macroeconomics
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It’s been a good month for stocks.

• The S&P 500:

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence

Value stocks did particularly well, …

Here is the year-to-date performance attribution.

• S&P 500:
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Analysts continue to revise up their earnings estimates for cyclical companies.

Source: Variant Perception

Bitcoin hit a record high, pushing toward $20k.
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Exxon Mobil’s stock just had its best month since at least 1972.

Source: @WSJ Read full article

Growth in bank deposits:

Source: @WSJ Read full article

Nothing on this email/website constitutes legal, tax, accounting or other professional expert advice. When
reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not indicative of future
results.
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